CONTINUOUS METAL HOOK STRIP

METAL COPING CAP WITH WATERTIGHT JOINTS

SARNAFIL FLASHING MEMBRANE TO ACCEPTABLE SUBSTRATE

TREATED WOOD NAILER SECURELY ANCHORED

METAL COUNTERFLASHING

SARNABAR-SS FASTENED 12 IN. O.C. AND SARNACORD

PAVER OR STONE

FILTER FABRIC

MULTI-PURPOSE TAPE

VEGETATIVE COVER

CONCRETE DECK

PERFORATED EDGE RESTRAINT

SARNATHERM-XPS

SARNAFIL G476 WATERPROOFING MEMBRANE

SARNAFELT NWF-HD LEVELING LAYER

G459 GRID STRIP MEMBRANE SET INTO SIKAFLEX-111 FC GRID ADHESIVE

HOT-AIR WELD

DRAINAGE COMPOSITE

NOTES:
1) THE BACK OF THE G459 GRID STRIP MEMBRANE MUST BE PRIMED WITH SIKAFLEX PRIMER 449.
2) ALL FLASHING SHALL EXTEND A MIN. OF 6 INCHES ABOVE THE OVERBURY
3) NAILERS SHALL BE SECURELY ANCHORED TO RESIST A FORCE OF 300 POUNDS PER LINEAL FOOT IN ANY DIRECTION.

COPING CAP